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REFLECTIONS IN BOUNDED
SYMMETRIC DOMAINS (*)

KLAUS POMMERENING

Introduction.

On determining the reflections in bounded symmetric domains E. Got.
tchling omitted the two exceptional domains. M. Meschiari [10] recently
showed how to fill in this gap. In this paper another independent way is
given.

The first section contains a general theory of reflections in bounded

symmetric domains of tube type. The main tool is the description of these
domains by formally real Jordan algebras. We shall obtain new proofs of
Theorem 2 and 3 of [3] restrained to the tube domains, and the further
result that the 27-dimensional exceptional domain permits no reflections.

In the second section we shall prove the same result for the 16 dimen-

sional domain. We shall obtain this result by a straightforward calculation
after having determined the stability group of this domain at the origin
following M. Ise [6], [7].

For the sake of brevity we denote the bounded symmetric domains as
BS-domains. The irreducible BS-domains are denoted according to [3]:

We have among others the analytic isomorphisms L.-S., L4n~~M2,2- ·
The letter Q (D) always denotes the group of analytic automorphisms of a

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 23 Gennaio 1973.

(*) This Paper is a concise version of my doctoral dissertation published at the
Johannes-Gutenberg-Universitat Mainz, Germany, in 1972. I thank Professor Gottschling
for drawing my attention to the reflections in the exceptional domains.
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domain D. U (1) denotes the unitary group of order 1, that is the complex
unit circle. A BS domain D in a complex vector space V is called well-

Bhaped, if (i) 0 E D, (ii) D is equal (not only isomorphic) to a cartesian

product of irreducible domains, (iii) the group (D) contains all mappings
where A E U (1), (iv) the stability group at 0, Z (D), entirely consists

of linear mappings (that is Z (D) C CZ ( V)).

I. Rejections in tube doiiiains.

1. Some remarha on Jordan algebras. The main reference is [1]. Let
A be a Jordan algebra over a fled is the multiplication
by x E A, P (x) = 2Z (x)~ - .L (x~2) the quadratic representation. Let H be

the R algebra of quaternions, 0 the R-algebra of octonions (Cayley numbers),
H- and ON their complexi fi cations. Let r ~ 3, or C, M’I:r (K) the
Jordan algebra of r X f".matrices over K, Sr (K) the Jordan algebra of
symmetric r x r-matrices over K, Hr (0) the Jordan algebra of bermitean
r x r-matrices over the K-algeùra C = C, H, 0 (if K = R), C = HN, 0’"
(if K = C). Let further n ~ 3 and [Kn, p, e] be the Jordan algebra over
K, where multiplication is deFined by

Every simple formally real Jordan algebras is isomorphic to one of the
algebras R, ~R", ,u, e~, Sr (II,), Hr (C), H,. (H), H3 (0). Every simple complex
Jordan algebra is isomorphic to one of the algebras C, [C", p, e], Sr (C),

(C), Hr (H"’), H3 (0") [1 ; i p. 331, 309].
If A is formally real, then

is a positive definite symmetric associative bilinear form on A. All .L (x),
~ E A, are o-selfadjoint, all algebra automorphigms of A are o-orthogonal.

2. Tube domains. Now the main references a,re [4] and [9]. Let A be
a formally real Jordan algebra, A~ its complerification. Then
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is a BS-domain in AN. These domains are called BS-àomains of tube type
or tube D is irreducible if and only if A is simple ; more gene-
rally, the decomposition of A into simple ideals corresponds to the decom-
position of D into irreducible domains. A BS-domain is of tube type if
and only if all of its irreducible components are of tube type. The following
list gives the correspondence between the simple formally real Jordan al-
gebras (column A), their complexifications (column AN) and the irreducible
tube domains (column D). We note that some of the listed domains are

not identical but only analytically isomorphic to the usual representatives
of BS domains.

The listed domaine are mutually non-isomorphic. The significance of
the degree of the algebra will soon become clear.

THEOREM 1 (U. Hirzebruch). Let A be a formally real Jordan algebra
D the corresponding tube domain, y

Then the stability group Z (-D) at 0 E D in Q (D) exactly consists of the

maps P (u) o W, where u E U and W is a real automorphism of the algebra
A~’ (that is, the extension to A- of an automorphism of A). [4 ; p. 408],
[1 ; p. 327J.

RElYIIRKS. 1) If A = R, then U = U (1).

(i) only up to itiomorphism, see [1; p. 331.J,
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2) According to [4], U may be characterized as the set of all linear

combinations u = + ... + where t]i E U (1 ) and jc ... es) is any

complete orthogonal system of idempotents of A.

3) Obviously D is well-shaped.

tion relative to (c~ , .., , cds and Oij the corresponding projections [1 ; p. 239].
Then

3. Classification of reflections in tube domains. Hence-forth let A

be a formally real Jordan algebra, e its unit element, D the corresponding
tube domain, S = P (u) o W (notation as in Theorem 1) a rehection in 
at 0 E D. We know that S is diagonalizable and has exactly one eigenvalue
~ 1, namely a root of unity ~. In the rest of section 1, the final theorems

excepted, the adjective always refers to the flged real form A of

., a refection is a reflection in D at 0. The following three proposi-
tions give a classification of all possible reflections (case (a)-(d)).

PROPOSITION 1. If S = P (u) o W is a reflection, then either u2 = e or
u2 - e is an eigenvector belonging to 1.

(ii) If U2 = e, then S is a real automorphism of 

Proof. (ii) u = u-1 = u, hence u is real and P(u) is real. Since u2 = e,
P (u) is an automorphism ~l ; p. 158].

(i) Then Se = P (u) hence e is not

in the eigenspace Ai of S belonging to the eigenvalue 1. Therefore A’~ ===

Now let w be an eigenvector belonging to ~. We may assume
Y where Zt E AI. Since

U2 - e = (1 2013 1) ~ is an eigenvector belonging to A. Q. E. D.
At first we treat the case u2 = e separately:

PROPOSITION 2. If a real automorphism S of A- is a reflection, then
~, _ -1, and one of the following statements is true:

(a) There is a complete orthogonal system ~d! , d.) of idempotent
of A such that Sdi = ds, Sdz = d1, 7 Sd$ = d3 -

(b) There is a complete orthogonal system of idempotents of
A such that Sdi = d2’ Sds = di ,
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Proof. If A has degree l, then A = R, a,nd there exists only the real

automorphism lc of A- .= C which is not a reflection. Thus we may assume
that A has at least two orthogonal idempotents. Since S IA is o-orthogonal
I/1 must be an eigenvalue of S together with ~,. Since S is a reflection,
only ~1= -1 is possible; i then in particular 82 =1~~ . *

The real eigenvalue -1 has a real eigenvector that is 

Since there are no nilpotents in the formally real algebra A, we conclude
that xk is an eigenvector with eigenvalue (- 1)1. Therefore diMR R [~] ~ 3
(R [x] is spanned by e, x, x2), that is, R [x] has at most three primitive
idempotents ~ ... ~ and the minimal decomposition of x is x = Efdf -~- ...
... + ~gd, ~ 8 = 2 or 3. The minimal decomposition of Sx = - x is

... 
- = - x = Sx = + ... + f

where Sdi , ... , Sd, again represent the primiti ve idempotents of the subal-
gebra R [x] = R [- x]. By properly renumbering we conclude

In order to treat the =F 8, we need the following two lemmas.
As before S = o W is assumed to be a reflection with eigenvalue ,t =F 1.

LEMMA 1. Let u2 + c. Then W (u2 - e) _ ~ ~e - u~), and W maps the
associative subalgebra C [~] ] onto itself.

Proof. Application of to the equation P (u). ·

(Proposition 1 (i)) yields

Now ;2 ~ (u2)-1, hence C [u2] = C M == C [u~ - 6] = C [U2 - e] and the

second assertion follows (compare [1; p. 142, Satz. 2.1]). Q. E. D..
Now let (c~ , ... , cr) be a complete orthogonal system of idempotents of

A such that u = ~ici -~- ... -~- ~rCr, where ~i , ... , r~r E U (1), according to

Remark 2 following Theorem 1. Since r is the degree of A, the c, are

primitive, the qi not necessarily distinct. We have

~ be the distinct values among the i
’he elements
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are the primitive idempotents of the subalg-ebra C of AN,

LEMMA 2. W operates on the set (di , ... , d,) as permutation of order 2.
More precisely

Proof. The automorphism of preserves the property of

being a primitive idempotent. Therefore ~’ permutes d, I d,,. Now

Again this is a unique minimal decomposition [1; p. 22, Satz 4.2], hence
the second assertion follows. Since

our permutation has order 2. Q. E. D..

REMARKS. 1) ~ j =1 can happen at most once, since q2 , I ... , 12 s are as-
sumed distinct. Of course yjj = 1 implies Wd = d .

PROPOSITION 3. Let S = P (u) o W be a reflection in D. Then one of
the following four statements (a).(d) holds.

(a) There is a complete orthogonal system ~di , d2 , of idempotents

ty 1 
.. 

0 
- 

0

(b) There is a complete ortogonal system d2 of idempotents of

(c) There is a complete orthogonal system d2) of idempotents of

Proof. As was shown in Proposition 2, the assumption u?, = e implies
(a) or (b) (with e = 1). Now let u2 ~ e. We go back to Lemma 2 and dis-
tinguish two cases:
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I. There are indices j * k such that nrdj = dk, in particular 8  2,
Then

Hence are eigenvalues of S and we see that dk, where j ~ lc,
happens at most once, and then I = -1, 1 li 27 k = ± 1) ?It 2 = 11. All other
di are mapped onto themselves by W, hence

therefore =1 because the eigenvalue # 1 is already consumed. According
to Remark 1 following Lemma 2, this case also can occur at most once.

Hence 8 .--- 2 or 3, and by renumbering we get

where o =1= 1.

II. We have Wdj=dj for Since P (u) all

qj are eigenvalues of S. Since there are only two distinct eigenvalues and
u2 ~ e, (c) or (d) follows. Q. E. D..

4. Explicit deteriiiination of all reflections in tube domains. In the
following four propositions we treat the cases (a) (d) separately. Finally the
results are summarized by two theorems.

PROPOSITION 4. (a) Let A be a formally real Jordan algebra, D the
corresponding BS-domain, W a real automorphism of A-. Further let 

U2 = edi + ed 2+ d3 , where and {át, d2 , d3] is a complete ortho-

gonal system of idempotents of A such that W dt = y 
= di Y W da = ds .

Let S = P (u) o W be a reflection.
Then D is reducible, D = Di X D2 , I where S is the identity on D2

and the case (b) occurs on D~ .

be the Peirce decomposition of AN relative

and by Remark 4 following Theorem 1.
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Hence 8 leaves fixed Ao (ds) = Au EB A12 ~ (d3) = 
and Ai (d3) = A33 ~ the eigenvalues - 1 being consumed by Ao (d3). There-
fore on (d3) all eigenvalues of 8 are =1, hence S is the identity there
(since 8 is diagonalizable). Now 8 = Af implies = = 0, hence

Ay2 (ds) = 0. Therefore A- splits into two ideals, A- = Ao- (ds) ae Ai (d,3),
where S is the identity on Ai (ds) and (b) is valid on Ao (d3). Q. E. D..

PROPOSITION 4. (b) Let A be a formally real Jordan algebra of degree
r, D the corresponding Bsdomain, ~Y a real automorphism of A’~. Further

let u E AN, I u2 = e dt + e d2 , , where e E U (1) and id, d2) is a complete or-

thogonal system of idempotents of A such that Wdp = di . Let

8 = P (u) o W be a reflection.
Then d2 are primitive idempotents, that is, r = 2, MI. 1 &#x3E;C MI, i

or D N .Ln , and S is given by

This map is in fact a reflection in X (D).

be the Peirce decomposition of A~

Since the eigenvalue -1 is consumed by Ail EÐ Ai2 , S is the identity on
If we aS8ume dime Af h 2, the eigenspace belonging to -1 becomes

too big. Therefore and likewise A 2 = C d~ . Hence are

primitive and r = 2.
It remains to show that the given map is in Z (D) : 

such that ’fJ1 =~, u ± ~ and take the real automorphism W of
A- given by Wdi - y Wd 2 = di , W IA!2 = ldi2 . The fact that this is an12 12

automorphism is obvious, since A N R EÐ R or [Rn, p, 6]. Q. E. D..

PROPOSITION 4. (0) Let A be a formally real Jordan algebra, D the
corresponding BS-domain, W a real automorphism of A"’, u E AN. Let d2l
be a complete orthogonal system of idempotents of A such that Wdi = dt, I
~d~ = dB, 8 = P(u) o W a reflection with the eigenvalue 1 ~ 1, and u2==
Ad, + d2. °

Then D is reducible, D = D, X D2, where S is the identity on D,
and case (d) occurs on D, .
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Proof. Let AN = Ail E9 Ai2 EB A2z be the Peirce decomposition relative
to idl, d 2)’ Since for all i, j, and di E A.îí is an eigenvector
belonging to 1, it suffices to sh oW = 0.

+ 03 - °4’ where q2 the ei E A are idempotent
or 0 + cg = + ’04 = à2 (proof: According to [1; p. 22], the
minimal decomposition of u arises from Remark 2 following Theorem 1. By
taking the square, 1 u2 = 1 åt + d2 must result). Hence P (u) _ 01 + Op +

where

in particular

Since ot I C2’ 1 03 1 C4 are real, C8 is real too. Moreover W is real and

S IA!2 = ’AI2 Since we must have either Ai2’ = 0 or
11 12 ’2 

’ 
’12’

ty real. But q real, that is q == ± 1, contradicts 1 =1= 1. Therefore = 0.

Q. E. D..

PROPOSITION 4. (d) Let A be a formally real Jordan algebra of degree
r, D the corresponding BS-domain, W a real automorphism of A"’, u E d~.
Let S = P (u) o W be a reflection, 1 the eigenvalue =1= 1 of S, and u2 = le.
Then either

(i) M-M,,,, and S is given by or

(ii) r = 2, A = - 1, and we have case (b), where Lo = -1.

In every case S is in fact a reflection in I (D).

Proof. = q2. Hence = e, and .-1/~, · P (u) is an
automorphism of A-. Since U (see Theorem 1), is real, hence

is real. Therefore S = P (u) o W = ~ 2 where Wo is a real au-
tomorphism of A~ with the simple eigenvalue 1; all other eigenvalues of

Wo must be = 1/J.. = 1:
If r =1, we have (i) at once; otherwise the eigenvalue A of ~Po oc-

curs in fact. Since Wo is an orthogonal map, 1 == - 1 follows; 1 in particular
W02 =1~~. The eigenspace belonging to the simple eigenvalue 1 of ~Po is
spanned by e. Since Wo is real, there is an x E A such that Wox = - x.
Let x = -f - ... -~ ~8 de be the minimal decomposition. The minimal do-
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oomposition of Wox = - x is given by

Since x ~ 0, we may assume e, # 0. Hence di # di . Let Wo dt = d2 , t
hence = di . It follows that Wo (d, + d2) = d, + hence dt + d2 E A
is an eigenvector belonging to 1 and therefore

We obtain 8 = 2 (and p = 1). It follows that u2 = - di - d2, hence
we obtain (b), in particular r = 2. Q. E. D..

Before summarizing our results we reformulate the statements concer-

ning the case r = 2.

LEMMA 3. Within E ~D) the reflections of Proposition 4 (b) are conju-
gate to the map So given by

likewise ,

COROLLARY. (i) Within E (Ml, 1 x all the reflections of type (b)
are conjugate to 

-

(ii) Every reflection in Z" is conjugate to

Proof. (i) Obvious, since (1, 0)’ and (oy 1)9 are the only proper idem-

potents of R 0153 R.
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(ii) Let
real automorphism Tilo of [Cn, ¡t, e] which sends (di , d2( into the ortogonal
system (ci , 02( [1 ; p. 329]. Then "fV 0 o So o is the map

Since the map (~-) is a reflection in ¿ (in) (namely P(u) o W, where 
and W is the canonical involution of [Cn, ,u, e]), (+) and (+oo-o--) must be in
the same conjugacy class. Q. E. D..

THEOREM 2. (The reflections in the irreducible tube domains). Let A
be a simple formally real Jordan algebra of degree r, D the corresponding
BS-domain. Then

(i) if 14 ¿ 3, D permits no reflections.

(ii) If r = 2 (that is, Ln, n ¿ 3), D permits reflections only of
order 2, which are all conjugate. The reflections in Z(D) are exactly the
maps described in Proposition 4 (b).

(iii) If r = 1 (that is D ~ D permite reflections of any order;
the reflections in X (D) are the maps where A is a root of unity.

COROLLARY. There are no reflections in the domains

Identifying the group 1, canonically as a
subgroup where we get

THEOREM 3. (The reflections in the reducible tube domains). Let D be
a tube domain, D = D, x ... X D, the decomposition into irreducible tube

domains.

(i) There are reflections in D (D) - (J’ (D) if and only if D contains
at least two factors i say Within ~1 ~D) all these
reflections are conjugate to the map

(ii) There are reflections. in S~’ (D) if and only if D contains factors
or All these reflections are given by a reflection on one of

these factors and the identity on the other factors.

(iii) D permits no reflections, if there is no factor N or 
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II. The non-existence of reflections irc the 16-dimenaional exceptional
domain.

As for results on spin groups and spin representations we refer to [2].

1. Some remarks ou the canonical realization of Ris by M. Ise.
The main references are [6] and [7]. Let D be an irreducible BS-domain,
g the Lie algebra of the Lie group !J (D). The simply connected Lie group
(~ with Lie algebra g acts on D via the covering map (~ --~ ~ (D) (whose
image is the connected component of 1D). Let gN be the complexification
of g, Lo a non-trivial simple representation of gN in a complex vector space
V of lowest dimension, g induces a representation of (~ denoted also by
p. Let K be the stability group in G of some point of D, k C g the cor-
responding Lie algebra, g’" the complexification of ~. Then e lit... is

semisimple, =Lot ® ·., EÐ e,. We decompose V into the correspon-
ding R-- submodules, ... e Y8. The sequence Vi,.", PB is fixed
in a special way, see [fi ~ p. 119]. Let p : = d’mc Vi , r: = ==

= dime ( 2 ® ... lT,). The space of complex k X l.matrices is denoted by
(C). (C) q ffip, q (C) is identified by

PROPOSITION 5. (Ise-Yokonuma). The irreducible B,S~domain D is ana-

lytically isomorphic to a domain D’ in on which Q’ acts as follows:
If w E Q’ and

where
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COROLLARY. The subgroup JT acts as stability group in G of 0 E D’
in the following way : For w E K, Z E D’ C 113,, r (C) we have cu (Z) = e, (co) -
.Z.e2 (00)-1 .

According to M. Ise we call D’ the canonical realization of D. But

we note that this definition is by no means canonical nor even unique.
Now let D = D’ = Rt6. I In [11; i p. 121] it is proved that D(Rt6) is

connected. Hence application of the above Corollary yields the full stability

g’" is a certain Lie algebra of transformations of the exceptional com.
plex Jordan algebra A- = H3 (0"’), (! is the identity representation of g-
on A-. Let c be the primitive idempotent c = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0) of A- (no-
tation of [1 ; p. 227]) and consider the subalgebra ~~’ : = (A E Der c = 0)
of the derivation algebra Der AN, E Ai (c) EB Ao (c) ~ trace x = 0).
Then the complexification

C). We need a result of M. Ise [7 ; Proposition 4, p. 235],
whose exact formulation is as follows :

PROPOSITION 6 (M. Iee). The decomposition of AN into simple kN- mo-
dules is the Peirce decomposition A- = At (e) (D A;’/’2 (e) EB Ao (c). The cor-
responding representations of U E9 so (10, C) are given by

where lm denotes the m x n unit matrix and e* is one of the half-spin
representations of So (10, C).

2. The stability group I (Ria). Let A = H3 (O) c A- be the exceptio-
nal formally real Jordan algebra, W : = W N (4 E Z- I A (A) C A).
Then the Lie algebra It C g- of E (Rig) is It = D So (10, R) ;
on the center R the if3omorphism B00(IOB)2013&#x3E;-h is given by t I-+- it.

~ L (3c - e). We conclude

LEMMA 4. The restrictions of ei’ to ? are given by
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The simply connected Lie group of

Thereon p1 and L02 induce the re-
presentations

where et is one of the half-spin representations of Spin (10, Spin ~10, R).
pi and e2 can be factored via R -~ U (1)~ t 1-+ exp (it/2), hence induce

Now the Corollary of Proposition 5 shows that every automorphism of
is given by Zl-+,I.Z.,o*(s)-’, sESpin(10,R).

We identify 16 ((~) = C16 by transposing. Since the two half- spin repre-
sentations ~oh and et are contragredient, we get

THEOREM 4. Let R!g C C1g be the canonical realization of the 16-di-

mensional exceptional domain. Then the stability at 0 E Ri6
exactly consists of the mappings

s E Spin (10, R) and, ~oh is one of the two half-spin represen-
tations of Spin (10, C). In particular Ris is wen-shaped.

REMARK. Both groups U(1) and Spin (10, it) contain the cyclic subgroup
Z4 = (i, - if - i, 1). Let Z4* be the diagona.lly imbedded subgroup of

U (1) X Spin (10, R) over Z4 . Then one calculates that the action of U (1) X
X Spin (10, B) on R18 has kernel Zf.

3. The reflections of Let always Lo: Spin (10, C) ~ GLC (B) and
Spin (10, C) -+ GLC (Si), i = 1, 2, be the spin representation and the

two half spin representations; we have S = B-1 E9 S2 . We assume that one
of the s E Spin (10, 1?,), is a reflection at 0

(we don’t need to know whether t==l or 2). Hence ei(S) must be diago-
nalizable and have the 15 fold eigenvalue 1 /~ and the simple one I/q,
where A is a root of unity =F 1. Since f and e2 are contragredient, the
following lemma holds:
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LEMMA 5. If there is a reflection with eigenvalue A ~ 1,
then there exists an 8 E Spin (10, R) such that is diagonalizable and
has the eigenvalue

q and 15.fold, and 1/,q simple

(not necessarily all distinct).
Let a be the usual bilinear form on o~ the bilinear extension of

o to Then a~’ is a bilinear form of maximal index. Let 0 be the

corresponding Clifford algebra, C (oN) = C+ ® C- the decompnsition into
the even and odd part. C+ is a subalgebra and Spin ~ Spin (10, C) is
a multiplicative subgroup thereof. According to [2; p. 84, 95, 91] the re-

An application of this result yields

LEMMA 6. If there ie a reflection in I (Ri6) with eigenvalue A ~ 1,
then there is an s E Spin (10, R) such that x (s) is diagonalizable and has
the eigenvalues

and =,q2)

(not necessarily all distinct).

Proof. Obvious by tensoring eigenbases belonging to Qi (8) and e2 (8).
~ 

Q. E. D..
Starting with an assumed reflection where 8 E Spin (10, R), we have

constructed an automorphism of the eigenvalues of which are distri-
buted in a certain manner.

But there is another way starting at s and leading to X (8): via the
vector representation and extension to C (v~’) ; this extension is unique by
the universal property of the Clifford algebra [2 ; p. 39]. We have Rio C

has flve (not necessarily distinct) pairs of mutually inverse eigenvalues

13. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa.
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be a corresponding ei-

where m is even or odd reap.
Now we have to solve the elementary combinatorial problem of whether

the distribution of eigenvalues given in Lemma 6 is compatible with any
choice of Pi f U71 uo - · For that purpose it suffices to allow 

I P7 P ~u9 to take the values

1/~

the last one at most once.

, is impossible.

Then the eigenvalues p

and u5-l’ belongs to C v or C - according to whether v is odd or even.

Thus on C + x (s) has the eigenvalues

The 1 has to be found 452 times, hence we must have fL2 = 1 or = 1.

But then all values are =1, and A and don’t occur, a contradiction.

Q. E. D..

LBrMA 8. If the eigenvalue occurs among the pi, it must be

equal to one of the other possible value8 on C ‘, ~, 1/~, 

Proof. Say P9 = ).,2/C. Then moreover occurs on C ‘ as and

that is, at least three times. Lemma 6 yields the desired result.
Q. E. D.

In view of Lemmas 7 and 8, we have only the following four cases,
which are disposed of by brute force:
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LEMMA 9. The case I is impossible.

LEMMA 10. The case II is impossible.

Proofs. Consider the ,u where M c ( 1, ... , 6}, "., M C ( 1, ... , 10) succe-
sively. Calculate that in every case the values A and III occur too fre-
quently. The execution is easy but requires some patience. Q. E. D..

The Lemmas 7-10 show that the distribution of eigenvalues required by
Lemma 6 is impossible; thus :

THEOREM 5. The 16 - dimensional irreducible exceptional BS- domain

permits no reflections.

REMARK. By the results of I. Satake and S. Ihara on holomorphic
imbeddings of BS-domains one sees that the maximal dimension of a do-

main imbedded in the 16 - or 27 - dimensional exceptional domain

resp. is 10 or 16 resp. Now it is not difficult to prove that the set of fixed

points of an analytic automorphism of a BS-domains is analytically iso-
morphic to a BS-domain of lower dimension. This gives a third proof of
the fact that the exceptional domains permit no reflections. Moreover, the
existence of reflections in a BS-domain is equivalent to the existence of a
holomorphically imbedded BS.domain of codimenaion 1. At detailed proof
will be given in a forthcoming article.
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